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ANTI-THEFT BACKPACKS

BOBBY ELLE
The Bobby Elle is not just a fashionable backpack, it also protects you from 
getting pickpocketed. With hidden zippers there is no way of getting into 
the backpack while carrying it. However strategically placed hidden pockets 
on the back of the backpack will give you as user easy access to smaller 
items when needed. The front of the backpack is protected with a PP board 
inside which will prevent thieves from cutting through the backpack and 
reflective strips on the front will ensure your night safety. This backpack 
will make sure your belongings will stay safe while keeping it fashionable. 
Registered design®
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BOBBY BIZZ
XDDESIGN Bobby Bizz is the best Business 
Backpack + Briefcase. It is an Anti-theft backpack 
with a number of edge cutting features that makes 
you love this bag. It is one of the most funded 
projects on Kickstarter.
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BOBBY urBAn LItE

BOBBY urBAn

The Bobby Urban Lite anti-theft backpack is the 
perfect travel companion. The backpack can be 
completely closed by rolling up the main
compartment and locking it with the steel reinforced 
combination lock. This function can also be used to 
lock the bag around a fixed object. There are hidden
pockets on the backside and in the shoulder strap 
for cards, with RFID protection. The bag comes with 
a side water bottle pocket and detachable
elastic net for your sports equipment. While on the 
inside there are padded compartments for a 15.6” 
laptop, tablet up to 12.9” and mesh pockets for your
other belongings. Registered design®

XDDESIGN The Bobby Urban anti-theft cut-proof 
backpack is your safest travel companion yet. It’s 
made of high quality anti-cut fabric and the main 
compartment can be completely locked with the 
steel reinforced combination lock. This function can 
also be used to lock the bag around a fixed object. 
There are hidden pockets on the backside and in 
the shoulder strap for cards, with RFID protection. 
The bag comes with a side water bottle pocket and 
detachable elastic net for your sports equipment. 
While on the inside there are padded compartments 
for a 15.6” laptop, tablet up to 12.9” and mesh pockets 
for your other belongings. Registered design®
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BOBBY BOBBY  XL
XDDESIGN Every day 400,000 pick pocket incidents 
occur worldwide. Never worry about this happening to 
you with this Bobby anti-theft backpack! It’s made out of 
high quality polyester and has reflective prints for your 
night safety. On the outside it ha many hidden pockets 
for easy commuting. While on the inside there are 
padded compartments for a 15.6” laptop, tablet up to 10” 
and all your other belongings. Registered design®

XDDESIGN Every day 400,000 pick pocket incidents 
occur worldwide. Never worry about this happening to 
you with this Bobby anti-theft backpack! It’s made out of 
high quality polyester and has reflective prints for your 
night safety. On the outside it ha many hidden pockets 
for easy commuting. While on the inside there are 
padded compartments for a 17” laptop, tablet up to 12.9” 
and all your other belongings. Registered design®

PArtY
XDDESIGN Trendy 15” laptop backpack with 
removable waterproof IPX5 wireless speaker with 
colour changing LED. Connect your powerbank easily 
to the integrated USB charging port and charge your 
phone or tablet on the go. Simply twist and take out 
the speaker to place it on your desk. 5 hour playtime. 
Registered design®

XDDESIGN  BACKPACKS
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rOSArIO POSADAS
SANTHOME Rosario is an attractive backpack that 
looks professional, stylish, and comfortable to wear 
all-day long. It has one main compartment and pockets 
on the front & back to keep your essentials. An external 
USB allows you to charge your phone outside while 
keeping the power bank (not included) inside. Pocket 
on the shoulder strap allows you to your dailyuse quick 
access cards for convenient use. Reflective tapes on 
the front and the back makes sure the bag is visible 
even in the dark. Packed in individual box.

SANTHOME Posadas is an attractive backpack that 
looks professional, stylish, and comfortable to wear 
all-day long. It has one main compartment and pockets 
on the back to keep your essentials. An external USB 
allows you to charge your phone outside while keeping 
the power bank (not included) inside. Pocket on the 
shoulder strap allow you to your daily use quick access 
cards for convenient use. Packed in individual box.

SANTHOME BACKPACKS

DrAnCY
SANTHOME Drancy is a moulded backpack 
with a 15” laptop compartment, a large main 
compartment to keep all your important stuff and 
a quick access front compartment to keep other 
gear. Back strap allows for the bag to be securely 
attached to a trolley.

MOULDED CASE LAPTOP BACKPACK
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SANTHOME Shobac is a 18”laptop backpack for the 
modern man who wants to work hard during the day 
and perform sports or go the gym in his leisure time. 
This backpack has 2 main compartments, a side mesh 
pocket, an air mesh back and high quality jaquard 
lining. Be active, Be smart!

SANTHOME Elebac is a 18.5”laptop backpack made 
from 100% high quality nylon material and with two 
main compartments. The external charging USB allows
your digital devices to be charged outside while your 
power bank sits inside the bag. The bag has high 
quality jaquard lining inside. For added comfort, the 
back panel is padded. There are comfortable and 
adjustable shoulder straps as well as a convenient
top carry handle.

ShOBAC ELEBAC
SANTHOME Pubac is a backpack made entirely from 
Grained leather. It has a simple design yet a lot of 
space to carry all the things you require for your daily 
worklife. Its subtle yet elegant look is sure to impress!

SANTHOME Vinbac is a laptop backpack for the stylish 
modern man. It is made from artificial leather and 
is lightweight and comfortable. It has a 15.4” laptop 
compartment. The double padded shoulder straps 
ensure comfortable carrying.

PuBAC VInBAC
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FAShnOVE
SANTHOME Fashnove laptop backpack with a series of edge-
cutting features including an integrated USB charging port, 
RFID pocket to keep your personal information (available from 
credit cards and other RFID cards ) safe and suction cups on 
the shoulder strap to hold your mobile phone securely. Its 
spacious interiors allow a number of things to be kept inside in 
an organized manner.

LuJIAn VErtOu
SANTHOME Luijan is a polyester laptop backpack 
with integrated external USB charging allowing the 
powerbank to be kept inside and the phone to be 
used outside. It offers sufficient space to store in 
your essentials & can easily fit a laptop of upto 15.6”. 
2 main compartments , 2 side pockets, easy access 
compartment on the front & a quick access on the 
shoulder strap helps you store all your essentials in 
an organized manner. In addition, Luijan features a 
luggage strap at the back, so that it can be attached 
to any trolley, 2 side pockets and a card pocket on the 
shoulder strap for easy card access.

SANTHOME Trendy polyester backpack with a huge 
main compartment that enables you to store all your 
essentials with laptop pocket inside compatible with 
size upto 15.6”. Vertou also features an easy access 
pocket on the front with 2 pockets on the sides. An 
integrated USB charging port on the outside lets you 
charge your phone through the backpack while your 
Powerbank sits inside. Padded shoulder straps, ample 
storage space with easy access pockets & trendy looks 
make Vertou a stylish but comfortable backpack.
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MADrID 
BACKPACK

MADrID 
MESSEnGEr BAG

XDXCLUSIVE This unisex anti theft backpack’s interior 
is ingeniously padded to protect all your valuable 
electronics. Now you can store your 15.6” laptop, tablet, 
headphones, and more without fear of their being 
damaged or stolen. Incorporating RFID protected 
sleeve pockets and USB side output. PVC free. 
Registered design®

XDXCLUSIVE This 15.6” laptop bag offers comfortable 
style and safe storage for your laptop and tablet. 
With pockets to organize all of your tech gadgets and 
personal accessories. RFID safe sleeve for your wallet 
and passport. Connect your powerbank easily to the 
integrated USB charging port and charge your phone or 
tablet whilst on the go. PVC free. Registered design®

SInDAL rOnDE
SANTHOME Sindal is a daily use backpack with 
Three-Dimensional Tailoring and made from water-
resistant and wear resistant premium fabric. The main 
compartment can store upto 15.4 inch laptop and 11 
inch tablet and is designed with full open zipper to 
increase the practicability of storage. External USB 
output allows for your phone to be charged outside 
even when your powerbank is placed inside the bag. 
Mesh back pads and shoulder straps provide comfort 
and breathability.

SANTHOME Elebac is a 18.5”laptop backpack made 
from 100% high quality nylon material and with two 
main compartments. The external charging USB allows
your digital devices to be charged outside while your 
power bank sits inside the bag. The bag has high 
quality jaquard lining inside. For added comfort, the 
back panel is padded. There are comfortable and 
adjustable shoulder straps as well as a convenient
top carry handle.

XDXCLUSIVE BACKPACKS
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KAVArnA
SANTHOME Slim, compact case with large main 
compartment perfect to carry laptops upto 15.6” 
without making it bulky. Front zippered pocket 
for storage of other gear. Beautiful bold padded 
double handles. Back strap allows for the bag to be 
securely attached to a trolley.

GIrOnA
SANTHOME simple yet stylish office bag that is 
sure to grab attention. Main zippered compartment 
that holds 15.6” laptop & a quick access 
compartment to keep your essentials. Beautiful 
bold padded double handles. Back strap allows for 
the bag to be securely attached to a trolley.

OFFICE LAPTOP BAGS
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YOtEX
Menbac is a classy office bag for men. It has an inner
compartment for laptops upto 15.4” and two pockets 
on front and one on back to keep articles that require 
easy access. Its trendy design gives the user the style 
needed to create the perfect first impression in an 
important meeting.

Yotex messenger laptop bag made from high quality,
lightweight and waterproof Nylon material. It has a 
padded pocket for your 15.6” laptop. The magnetic 
strip allows for easy and secured closure of bag.

MEnBACOrLAnDO
SANTHOME Cremona is a genuine leather office bag 
with one main compartment and pockets on the front 
and back. YKK best-in-class zippers used. This bag also 
features a laptop compartment.

SANTHOME Orlando is a briefcase made from 
premium grained genuine leather. The sleek, structured 
design is perfectly proportioned to carry by your side
and it stands upright on flat surfaces for easy loading 
of documents and tech devices.

CrEMOnA

GENUINE LEATHER BRIEFCASE MESSENGER LAPTOP BAGS
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TROLLEY & CABIN BAGS

OVErOnn

CArYOnn

SANTHOME 17”, 2 Wheel trolley made from high 
quality and durable, dual tone catonic fabric to keep 
your laptop safe and all your accessories organized. 
This computer case accommodates a laptop up 
to 16 inches and contains compartments for cords 
and a roomy compartment for files and other work 
necessities. A seperate compartment provides space 
for keeping your clothes for an overnight travel. It 
comes complete with a telescopic handle and two 
heavy duty wheels that removes pressure from your 
back and allows you to roll the case along with ease 
through a bustling airport or hotel lobby.

SANTHOME 17”, 4 wheel Trolley bag made from high 
quality and durable, dual tone cationic fabric. The 
luggage is designed to fit in most airlines overhead 
compartments. Foam center garment panels gently 
blanket clothes to minimize wrinkling. Compact, 
rugged and exceptionally manoeuvrable, this trolley 
has multiple exterior pockets to keep boarding 
passes, magazines and a water bottle close at 
hand. Four 360° spinner wheels and a three-stage 
aluminum handle let you glide through the airport 
and down the aisle without a hitch.

CAShEL
SANTHOME Cashel is a 20” Overnighter 
trolley bag with Iron Trolley System, Double 
Spin wheels, Dual TSA lock (one for main 
compartment and second for the front pocket), 
USB external charging port on the outside 
and a laptop compartment. Now go on your 
business trips in style and comfort with this 
lavish looking trolley bag.
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OVERNIGHT BAGS

LAPOVO trAVAC
SANTHOME All your documents will pack securely 
in this business trolley. Papers and laptop(upto 17”) 
can be neatly placed in one of the compartments, 
some of which can be locked. Also a perfect trolley 
for short business trips. With 4 wheel trolley system 
for stability on your way.

SANTHOME Travac is a 20”backpack made from 
high quality polyester and a traveler’s essential 
boasting ample storage, comfort and innovative 
technology. Designed with regular travellers, 
business men and weekend adventurers in mind 
it boasts a zip-away spacer mesh ventilated back 
panel and a design that allows it to be carried 
comfortably like a backpack and packed like a 
suitcase.

XXL WEEKEnD 
trAVEL BACKPACK
SWISS PEAK This carry-on travel backpack 
is intended for overnight or weekend trips. 
It’s designed with a padded 17” laptop 
compartment to protect your device. This 
style has the capacity of a trolley without the 
weight of the wheels and handle, plus using a 
backpack makes you more mobile, hands-free 
and simplifies your travel experience. Leave 
your wheels at home and travel easily. Including 
trolley strap, water bottle side pocket and USB 
output. Top quick access pocket, front zippered 
pocket and RFID protected pockets.
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StruM
SISMAC

tSIOKrISKIt

ECO FRIENDLY BAGS
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COLMA
Eco-friendly bag in highly resistant bamboo fibers with 
70cm, long handles and stitched finishing. Takes up to 
10kg weight. 105gsm.

BrAWLEY
Bag made from 100% organic cotton material with 
natural color finish. With reinforced short handles of 
35cm in green color, gussets and stitched finishing.  
Takes up to 9kg weight. 145gsm.

BrEA BLYthE
Bag made from 100% cotton material and in combination 
of body of natural color and handles in a varied range of 
bright tones. With 70cm long handles and stitched
finishing. Takes up to 7kg of weight. 105 gsm.

Bag in 100% cotton material with natural color finish. 
With short handles of 35cm and stitched finishing. Takes 
up to 7kg of weight. 105gsm.
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CAPtru
Cotton wallet with  
Foldable shopping bag

hEVIZ
Cotton Messenger Bag Cotton Tablet Case

Cotton Toiletry Pouch

SuSInOC

truCIO
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AnOKIS
Recycled RPET Bag

BAJA
Cotton Shopping Bag 
with Jute Gusset

hODICE
Jute Gift Bag

ChICO
Eco-friendly bag in materials 
combining cotton fibers and paper 
in natural color. With 60cm long 
handles and stitched finishing. Takes 
upto 9 kg weight.
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KOSZEJ

PAPAKurA
Drawstring backpack in 100% 
cotton fabric with soft finish in 
natural color. With matching color 
self closing strings. 110gsm cotton.

ECO FRIENDLY DRAWSTRING BAGS
tAMAKI
Ecofriendly Drawstring Backpack. 
Manufactured in 100% cotton 
material of 120g/m2. Body in natural 
cotton color and strings in a range of 
colors Reinforced corners.

ZItutE
Cotton Draw String Bags
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MAnuKAu
Drawstring backpack in nature line. Base in resistant 
jute and upper part in cotton 120g/m2. With thick, 
braided strings and reinforced corners.

DrAStIn
GIFTOLOGY Drastin is a 210D polyester drawstring bag 
with one main large compartment. The drawstring design 
is for shoulder or backpack carrying. The large imprint 
space makes this a very affordable giveaway with great 
brand visibility.

PAPAtOEtOE WAItEMAtA
Drawstring backpack in 210T soft polyester, in shiny 
silver color with thick, black self closing strings and 
reinforced corners.

Drawstring backpack in soft polyester 210T in cheerful 
and wide range of colors. With black self closing strings, 
corners with metal eyelets and PU leather reinforcement 
in matching color.

DRAWSTRING BAGS
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LuKAOK

NON WOVEN BAGS

nOnWOA  
SOLID

nOnWOA  
EDGE
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CuLLY
GIFTOLOGY Compact and lightweight standard 
600D two tone polyester backpack with synthetic 
leather base for everyday journeys. With an easy 
access front zipper pocket, it’s your ideal travel 
companion.

KLOtEn
GIFTOLOGY Basic 600D polyester backpack 
with zippered main & front compartment and 
adjustable shoulder straps.

GIFTOLOGY BACKPACKS

KADIE
GIFTOLOGY Kadie is a basic backpack with one 
main compartment and two compartments on the 
front to keep small and easy to access items. Its 
padded back and shoulder straps makes it very 
comfortable to use.

SELFOSS
GIFTOLOGY Great value promotional backpack 
made from 600 D polyester. Consisting of Zipper 
main compartment, front compartment and 
adjustable shoulder straps.
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ECOLAP
• Light-weight, blind stitching
• High quality microfiber material
• Aluminium fittings
• Pockets for mobile, pen & cards
• Two compartments - more space

DunEDIn
Rectangular backpack made of resistant 600D 
polyester with elegant black finish. With back padding 
and shoulder straps, Including a padded inside 
compartment for laptops up to 15 inches, plus a built-in 
headphones output.

LAPTOP BACKPACKS SMART BACKPACKS

EXVAC ChAtOu
SANTHOME Exvac is a backpack made from a 
combination of high quality polyester and artificial 
leather. It has two main compartments and a 
pocket on the front to keep those small things 
that are required quickly. It also has an integrated 
external USB to charge your phone outside while 
keeping your power bank inside the bag. It also has 
air mesh padded back panel.

GIFTOLOGY Chatou is a backpack which is 
designed in a way that the bag cannot be opened 
when wearing it because the zippers hide against 
the back of the person wearing it. It also has an 
external USB port to charge your phone outside 
while keeping the powerbank in the bag. It is 
made from quality fabric with comfortable padded 
shoulders & back panel. It is spacious and perfect 
for daily use.
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BACKPACK & MESSENGER BAGSPECIALTY BACKPACKS

KALItAFOLDI XIntInrOtOruA
GIFTOLOGY Kalita is an essential backpack with one 
main compartment having a laptop pocket and one 
compartment on the front to store small and easy 
to access items. It is made from a combination of 2 
materials. It also consists of leather zipper pullers.

GIFTOLOGY Foldi is a backpack made from 410D 
ripstop polyester which is easily foldable into inside 
pocket and storable for example in your closet or
car. Carry your must haves for a brief hike or an 
afternoon adventure inside this ultralight backpack.
Water repellent fabric.

GIFTOLOGY Xintin is an essential messenger 
bag with one main compartment having a laptop 
pocket and one compartment on the front to store 
small and easy to access items. It is made from 
a combination of 2 materials. It also consists of 
leather zipper pullers.

Day bag perfect for outdoor excursions. Made from 
600D material, this light weight backpack lets you 
keep your tools safe in the front pocket and main 
compartment. Accessories in grey and padded back.
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OFFICE BAGSMESSENGER BAGS

GAYItIKrIEnS trItuXInOQuE
SANTHOME Gayiti is a smart office bag with 15.6” 
laptop compartment and made from high grade PU 
leather. A large inner compartment is organized
very effectively to provide enough space to hold your 
documents, books, laptop and other bulky items.

GIFTOLOGY Messenger bag made from 600 D 
polyester. Consists of one main compartment, 
one large quick access compartment on the front 
and adjustable shoulder straps. There is also a 
compartment on the side to keep your bottle.

SANTHOME Tritu is an office bag that offers 
maximum protection using strong materials and a 
padded pocket for your laptop. It has two main
compartments which offers enough space to 
carry all you need to your office. Two pockets on 
the front and one on the back provide additional 
storage space.

GIFTOLOGY Xinoque Essential messenger bag made 
from snow polyester and consisting of one main 
padded laptop compartment, two pockets on the 
front to access small and useful things easily and 
adjustable shoulder strap.
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• 10.1” Tablet case
• High quality nylon material
• Heavy duty air bubble padding for special protection

LuIKIV
TABLET CASE LUNCH/COOLER BAGS

KArELI
SANTHOME Deluxe waterproof 
cooler bag made from wear resistant 
Tarpaulin material. The 6mm PE foam 
ensures that the insulation stays for 
longer. Now enjoy your weekends 
with your loved ones in style!

• Food safe material
• Easy to carry
• Party bag with party container & tray
• Aluminium foil & insulation inside to 

keep cool/hot

PICFuD
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FOLFuD
• Perfect for lunches, picnics and more
• Folds flat to save freezer space
• Keeps food, beverages cold & fresh 

upto 6 hours

ZEPhYr
• Fold the santhome lunch bag
• Place it in the freezer overnight
• In the morning, unfold the santhome 

lunch bag and pack your lunch
• Your lunch will stay cool and fresh for 

up to 9 hours

COOLER BAGS

LAnDSKrOnA
GIFTOLOGY Landskrona is a useful 
cooler bag with adjustable shoulder 
strap made from fashionable 2 tone 
material. It has a pocket on the front 
and the inside is well protected to keep 
your food fresh for a longer time.

trAKAI
Non-Woven/ Aluminium Multi purpose 
cooler bag in brightly colored non-
woven, with zipper closure and front 
pocket. With practical carrying handle 
in matching color.
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nAMDInh
Multi purpose bag in denim polyester 600D. 
With USB external charging, zippered closure 
compartment for footwear and side pocket with 
zipper closure. Main compartment with double puller 
zipper and reinforced, padded carrying handles.

TRAVEL BAGS

QEtIO
Trolley Bag

LYSS
GIFTOLOGY Lyss is a 600D polyester duffle bag which offers a lot of space for you to fill in all your items to carry for 
your trip. On the outside,it features 2 net pockets on the sides which gives you easy access to your belongings
along with a pocket on the front of the bag. This value bag is sure to fulfil your advertising motive.
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QuOCIO
• High class tablet bag
• Stylish design with golden metal
• Zippers & fittings
• Suitable for tablets up to 10”
• Exclusive shoulder belt

SLZ SPOrtS BAG
SLAZENGER sports bag made perfect 
for athletes and sportsmen who need 
to protect their gear from a muddy 
field, rainy day or wet locker room floor.
Multi-utility bag with extra pockets to 
handle additional sports gear.

SPECIALTY BAGS/CASES

tIMAru
Multipurpose toiletries bag in resistant 
600D polyester with zipper, carrying
handle and matching color 
reinforcement piping.

VEntA
Document bag with zipper closure in soft 600D polyester finish in bright tones. With reinforced carrying handles in 
matching color, zipper and matching color side holders.
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